Introduction
Chromosome-level genomic maps are derived by different groups using diverse methodologies. Because different groups use different mapping reagents, certain chromosomal regions may have been mapped more intensively by one group than the other. If the data could be pooled and integrated into one map with minimal information loss, each group would have the opportunity to confirm their data and enrich their respective maps experimentally. Thus far, map synthesis has been carried out manually, e.g. by committees at single-chromosome mapping workshops. Version 6 of the Human Genome Data Base is intended to let any registered user enter and annotate maps (Fasman et al., 1996) . Therefore, the need to provide on-demand merging between maps-for presentation to the user, not necessarily for permanent storage within the database-will become pressing.
Numerous widely used programs build maps based on methodology-specific raw data, e.g. SEGMAP (Magness and Green, 1995) operates on STS-content data and CRI-MAP (Green, 1991) on linkage data. However, very few existing tools are methodology independent, and even these deal with items of information on individual objects (or pairs of objects, as constraints on position or distance) rather than with entire pre-existing maps. CPROP (Letovsky and Berlyn, 1992 ) assembles maps based on constraint propagation. SIGMA (Cinkosky et al., 1995) was originally envisaged for map assembly based on constraints. ODS (Cuticchia et al., 1993) constructs maps (as ordered sets of clones) based on experimental data characterizing those clones.
Theoretically, one could merge information from multiple maps by decomposing the information in each map into individual pairwise constraints, pooling all constraints together, and then assembling a synthesized, integrated map through an optimization process. Such an assembly process might seemingly help to discover alternative consistent maps. However, the practical obstacles to this approach are formidable. S The underlying raw data supporting the construction of a publicly available map are, more often than not, not immediately available. They cannot be regenerated by decomposing the map artificially into constraints. For example, one cannot explore alternative orders for an STS-content map without the clone hybridization data because the map construction optimization algorithm minimizes the number of putative internal deletions in these clones. Similarly, pedigree data are essential to explore alternative hypotheses for linkage maps.
S Map assembly with possibly inconsistent data is NPhard. Optimal map assembly with general-purpose algorithms is not guaranteed for non-trivial data sets. It is well known that special algorithms using domain-specific knowledge (which constrains search space) will always outperform general problem-solving strategies. For example, STS-content map assembly algorithms capitalize on concepts like hybridization signal strength or clone-derived end-markers.
S Certain map metrics, such as linkage distance or radiation hybrid distance, are not interval measures (i.e. they are not additive or subtractive). When merging two maps, one using an interval metric and the other a non-interval metric, one cannot algorithmically transform one metric to the other because the conversion factor is non-uniform and unknown a priori. Some information loss is unavoidable when merging maps based on different distance metrics; only relative position information can be preserved.
S After a reassembly merge of two maps, there are numerous consistent solutions. Since assembly is an optimization process, different candidate solutions may vary only slightly with respect to the optimization function.
The information needed to rank alternative solutionsthe raw data-is generally unavailable with most publicly available maps, as stated earlier. Published maps typically show only the most likely solution. Alternative maps very close to the one published are not available.
Because of the above problems, merging large maps by reassembly is generally infeasible. Therefore, instead of trying to solve the often intractable problem of finding the best integrated map consistent with two or more sets of heterogeneous data, the program we describe, Mapmerge, answers a different question. Assuming that each individual map represents a reasonable (if not necessarily unique or optimal) solution fitting its underlying raw data, how can we combine information from maps with minimal information loss, and structure it in a way useful to experimenters?
In the next section, we show that, in the presence of inconsistent (conflicting) or ambiguous data between two maps, one can merge maps in different ways, based on the needs and priorities of the user.
Alternative ways to merge map data
The various ways of merging two maps reflect: (i) treatment of inconsistency-display of conflict information versus suppression of such information; (ii) preferences for synthesis of ambiguous data-conservative versus optimistic; (iii) point of view-merging data from one component map preferentially versus giving both maps equal importance. We explain each consideration below. (Each is orthogonal to the others, and so Mapmerge allows the user to specify each parameter independently.) In the account below, we define a landmark as a map object that is zero-dimensional on the map's scale (such as an STS) whose position is well defined and unambiguous within that map. A non-landmark is less well localized, so that it lies between two non-adjacent landmarks. Figure 1A) There are conflicting data on landmark M: it lies between A and B on map 1, and between X and Y on map 2. A synthesized estimate of M's position based on both maps is A <-> Y. (A similar situation can exist for non-landmarks whose bounds on both maps do not overlap.)
Inconsistencies in relative order of map objects (see
Experimenters who are actively mapping a region need to know conflict information on individual objects. Casual browsers of the map may be satisfied with the synthesized information for the whole map (synthesized information is easier to assimilate visually than conflict display). Figure 1B) M is a non-landmark whose position is ambiguous across both maps (because the experimental methodology used for each estimate was not able to refine it to within one landmark interval). The two estimates overlap. To estimate M's position synthetically, we have two alternatives. An optimistic synthesis of M's position is X <-> B, but some mappers would rather hold back on such an inference until it was validated experimentally, and would prefer the conservative (pessimistic) synthesis A <-> Y. Other users might want both optimistic and pessimistic estimates.
Conservative versus optimistic synthesis of ambiguous data (see
Conservative versus optimistic synthesis also applies when a particular object is a landmark (i.e. well localized) in map 1, but is a non-landmark (i.e. poorly localized) in map 2. Since localization accuracy depends on experimental methodology and the choice of reagents (e.g. clone library), an optimistic approach would assume that landmark data are more reliable than non-landmark data, and simply ignore the information on this object from map 2, whether or not it is consistent with map 1. ['Consistency' implies that the span of the object on the map where it is a landmark is contained within (or overlapped by) its span on the map where it is a non-landmark, as for the object O in the left half of Figure  1C . Inconsistency would imply disjointness of the spans, as in the right half of Figure 1C .] A conservative approach would accept the map 1 data for this object only if they were consistent with map 2's data.
Points of view: submaps
Consider Figure 1D , with two chains of landmarks: A, B, C, D, E, F, G on map 1, and A, C, K, D, M, N, G on map 2. B and K can be integrated into the merged map, but there is more than one way to handle the landmarks between D and G on each map. We can preserve E--F and M--N as submaps between D and G. Alternatively, we can merge one of these submaps into the synthesized map, leaving the other as a submap. For example, if map 1 pertained to our own experimental work and map 2 to someone else's, we might prefer to merge E--F into the synthesized map.
In general, when merging maps, the creation of submaps becomes unavoidable. Submaps represent information loss, because when more than one submap overlaps a particular interval on the combined map, only one of these can be merged, while the other submaps must stand alone.
Program description
Mapmerge merges two genomic maps. Below, we refer to the maps being merged as the parent maps, and the intermediate or final map comprising objects from both parents as the Fig. 1 . Alternative ways of merging maps, shown in (A-D) (from top to bottom). In (A), M1 and M2 represent the disjoint (conflicting) bounds of object M on Maps 1 and 2. The synthesized estimate of M's position on both maps is M. In (B), the synthesis of the overlapping estimates M1 and M2 can be done conservatively or optimistically. In (C), O is a non-landmark in Map 1, but a landmark in Map 2. In the situation shown in the left-half of the panel, the bounds of O on the two maps are inclusive (i.e. consistent), while in the right half they ar e disjoint (i.e. inconsistent). In (D), the interval D <-> G on both maps has different landmark objects. Merging can result in two submaps in this interval (if we give equal importance to either map), or only one submap (if we preferentially integrate Map 1's objects into the top-level merged map). merged map. There are several alternative paths through the algorithm, based on what the user desires to focus on.
Data input format
Mapmerge uses a subset of the GDB Version 6 Mapview format. (The Mapview program, freely available through GDB's ftp site, is a 'helper' application that graphically displays maps accessed via the WWW front-end to GDB Version 6.x.) The following Mapview attributes for individual objects are used: displayName, objectClass, LFM_Coord and RFM_Coord. The first two represent the name and class of the object, while the latter two are numbers that represent its left-most and right-most bounds on the map's coordinate system. For well-localized, zero-dimensional objects (landmarks), both numbers are the same. For one-dimensional objects or objects localized within a subregion of the map (nonlandmarks), these numbers are different. The coordinate system may be based on a biologically significant metric (e.g. centimorgans or centirays for linkage and radiation hybrid maps, respectively), but not necessarily so. For many maps, distance information is sparse and incomplete, with most information concerning object order only. Map display software such as ACEDB (Durbin and Thierry-Mieg, 1991) , deals with this situation by creating a coordinate system where consecutive landmarks are sequentially numbered, and non-landmarks are defined as lying in intervals identified by landmarks.
Steps of the Mapmerge algorithm
Step 1: Determine the difference between shared landmark objects. Mapmerge first determines the difference between the order of landmark objects shared by both maps. It uses an algorithm called Mapdiff (Nadkarni, 1997) , which builds on ideas and algorithms that were developed by several researchers (Sankoff et al., 1992; Bafna and Pevzner, 1995; Kececioglu and Sankoff, 1995) to address the permutation problem. In all permutation problems, one must transform one ordered list into another in a reasonably minimal number of steps, the steps required depending on what 'moves' are permitted. Inversion, reversal and transposition of segments are among the types of moves that have been considered. Mapdiff limits the moves to single-object transpositions. It uses a best-first approximation algorithm for its purpose.
After this step, shared landmarks that needed to be moved are identified as inconsistent across the two maps. The set of consistent landmarks forms the initial framework of the merged map. The inconsistent landmarks are henceforth regarded as non-landmarks with respect to the merged map.
Step 2: Generate submap chains from the remaining landmarks on each parent map. On each parent map, Mapmerge tags objects comprising the set of consistent landmarks. All landmarks not tagged form submap chains, each chain being bound by a consistent landmark at either end. From each chain, any shared landmark objects identified as inconsistent in step 1 are removed. (These are to be displayed separately, to highlight either conflict information or synthesized estimates.) If the user has specified a conservative merge strategy, objects on each chain that are landmarks on one map, but non-landmarks on the other, are also removed.
After this step, zero, one or two submap chains will lie between any two adjacent landmarks on the initial merged map framework. To illustrate using Figure 1D , the framework after step 1 will consist of A, C, D and G. The submap <-B-> lies between A and C, the submap <-K-> between C and D, and the submaps <-E--F-> and <-M--N-> between D and G.
Step 3: Merge submaps into the merged map. If only one submap chain lies between a pair of adjacent consistent landmarks, Mapmerge inserts it appropriately. If two chains derived from different parent maps contend for insertion, Mapmerge can be directed to do one of three things: (i) preferentially insert the submap with more objects; (ii) preferentially insert the submap derived from a particular parent; (iii) insert neither.
Step 4: Incorporate the inconsistent landmarks into the merged map as non-landmarks. Mapmerge computes the boundaries of each such object in terms of its flanking consistent shared landmarks. If the user desires conflict information, this step is over. If, however, the user desires synthesized information, Mapmerge computes the synthesized boundaries of each object as the union of the boundaries on each individual map (i.e. the minimum of the left bounds and the maximum of the right bounds).
Step 5: Revise the extents of all remaining objects on each parent map, based on merged-map landmarks. After the above steps, we are left with objects that are non-landmarks on at least one of the maps. The boundaries of each object are widened on each parent map, so that its extents are defined by consistent landmarks on the merged framework map rather than landmarks on the original parent. (This step represents information loss because we are deliberately making the object's bounds wider, i.e. more fuzzy, than we know them to be.)
Step 6: Compare the revised boundaries of shared objects processed in Step 5 on each parent map. For shared objects that are non-landmarks on at least one map, Mapmerge compares the revised bounds on each map with each other. For each object, there are three possibilities: one set of bounds is contained within the other (e.g. Figure 1C left), the bounds partly overlap (Figure 1B ), or they are disjoint ( Figure 1C  right) . The last situation represents conflict. If there is containment or overlap, Mapmerge generates a synthesized estimate using either a conservative or optimistic approach, as the user has specified. If there is conflict, then there are two possible actions: (a) If the shared object is a non-landmark in both parent maps, Mapmerge either preserves these boundaries or generates a synthesized boundary, based on whether conflict display or conflict suppression has been specified. (b) If the shared object is a landmark in at least one parent map, then
(ii) If an optimistic strategy has been specified for treatment of landmarks, Mapmerge preserves only the bounds on the map where it is a landmark;
(ii) else, this object is treated as in Step 6a above.
Step 7: (Optional) Preserving distance information. As stated earlier, distance information can be legitimately syn-thesized only if both maps are based on interval distance metrics. Currently, chromosome-wide human maps with interval metrics do not exist. Mapmerge accommodates such a situation, were it to arise, as follows. For the framework of constant landmarks created in Step 1, we have two estimates for distances between any pair of adjacent objects, based on each parent map. These estimates form a range for that interval. Distances are preserved in any submaps that are created in Step 2 (and possibly merged as landmarks in Step 3 above), because these are derived from a single parent map.
Mapmerge lets the user control how distances should be displayed. The user may choose to view distance information on a particular interval either as two separate distances derived from each parent map, or as a combined estimate (two numbers separated by a hyphen).
Output
Mapmerge's output format is intended for translation into graphical display. At least one row exists for each object in the merged map. If conflict information has been generated, then 'conflicting' objects have two rows per object, describing extents on each parent map. An object is described by the following attributes: (i) its name (from the source data or artificially generated); (ii) the map it lies on after merging (either the framework map or a submap); (iii) its left and right extents on the above map; (iv) the number of sub-objects it contains (this is non-zero only for submaps); (v) the object's parent map (the object was derived from either map 1, map 2, or present on both). This is used to color code the objects in the display so that the user can visually identify the source of each object.Distance information, where available, is displayed graphically by treating a distance interval between adjacent map objects as a pseudo-object.
Display of the merged map: a practical example
Mapmerge was tested with the July 1997 public release of the Whitehead Institute's physical map for human chromosome 12 (761 STSs) and the chromosome 12 Genome Science and Technology Center (GESTEC) physical map (806 STSs), developed at the Albert Einstein College of Medicine and Yale University School of Medicine. A total of 117 STSs were common to both maps. On a Sun SparcStation 2, the program required around 2.5 s (user time) irrespective of the options set through the command line to create a merged map. Figure 2 shows a slice of the merged map from the q arm of chromosome 12, between 126 and 131 centimorgans based on the CEPH linkage map, bounded by the shared markers D12S105 and WI-494. This map was created with the following options: preferentially merge the longest chain in an interval, suppress conflict display, merge non-landmarks conservatively, merge semi-landmarks (i.e. shared objects that are landmarks in only one map) conservatively. Objects derived from the Whitehead map are underlined, those from the GESTEC are italicized, and common objects have both styles. Submaps derived from the Whitehead and GES-TEC data are shown. The shared STSs WI-6850 and WI-4925 conflict in position between the two maps, and the bounds shown for these objects at the right of the diagram represent synthesized information.
Limitations of Mapmerge

Dealing with submaps
Currently, while Mapmerge will generate submaps as output, it does not handle them as input. This is mainly because the GDB Mapview format currently does not support submaps, which are a recursive data structure-maps nested within the parent to an arbitrary depth. (None of the maps in GDB 6.x contain submaps.) Since maps based on a single source of experimental data do not contain submaps, this limitation is not serious. However, in the rare situation when one of the inputs to the merge process is itself a synthesized map, Mapmerge's usefulness will be restricted. The submap problem, which involves handling of multiple independent coordinate systems, is not an easy one, and we do not presently have a comprehensive solution.
Dealing with multiple maps
Mapmerge does not deal with more than two maps at a time as input. We discuss some practical problems in dealing with multiple maps.
With a parallel (i.e. simultaneous) merge of multiple maps, the resultant information that can be presented to the user is more restricted than if only two maps were merged. As described earlier, the initial step in merging two maps is determining the difference between them. When merging more than two maps, one would have to consider N-way differences, e.g. objects inconsistent between map 1 and map 2, between map 2 and map 3, and so on. With N maps, the number of possibilities to be considered is 2 N -1 -1.
With multiple maps, one is hard pressed even to devise ways to display the merged information. For example, how does one graphically indicate that a particular object's position is consistent across maps 1, 2 and 4, but not with map 3? The two alternatives consistent with a satisfactory user interface are: 1. To suppress information about conflict and synthesize position estimates of such objects as in Figure 1A . 2. To generate a 'consensus' position for each inconsistent object, based upon its estimated bounds on each map. For example, if in three maps out of four an object's bounds are mutually consistent, one may use a policy of 'majority wins' and reject the bounds in the fourth map. [A similar approach is used in a different context by many sequence contig assembly programs when determining a consensus sequence, e.g. XGAP, which is part of the STADEN package (Staden, 1994) .]
One approach to merging multiple maps is to merge two of them, merge the resultant map with a third, and so on. This approach (a sequential pairwise merge) creates submaps after each step. If we refer to the top-level submaps as level-1 submaps, then, with each additional merge, submaps are created at another level of nesting. However, mappers rarely have the patience to inspect submaps at levels of nesting greater than one. To them, nested submaps are little more than 'noise', and only indicate the need for disambiguating laboratory experiments with shared reagents.
To bypass the problem of nested submaps, Mapmerge can be directed to break out the individual objects on submaps as non-landmarks, and not generate submaps at all during output. However, this creates another problem: there is deliberate information loss for these objects because their boundaries are widened, i.e. degraded, to the boundaries on the merged map rather than the original parent map. Information loss is particularly severe if the proportion of shared objects across both maps in the merge process is modest. As the number of merge cycles increases, the information generated on non-landmark objects progressively deteriorates, and must be regarded with increasing reservation.
Information loss with submaps would occur in both parallel map merge and sequential map merge, although it would possibly be less with the former. In any case, the devising of an efficient parallel merge is still an open problem.
Conclusions
Map merging is an exploratory process, because there is no unique or 'correct' way to merge data. Different merge strategies reflect different viewpoints, and a program that performs merging must enable easy experimentation with different approaches. Our Mapmerge algorithm currently falls considerably short of closing the map merge problem: the problem of dealing with arbitrarily nested submaps and the problem of merging multiple maps 'in parallel' are open.
